The UniSet blade holder represents a major innovation to the DST blade holder and sets a new standard for paper machine doctoring.

The latest UniTrak T-rail mounting is integrated into the tube tray. This provides ease of maintenance, opportunity for easy holder upgrading, and rapid replacement of components or even the complete holder. All of the blade retention and pivoting components are formed and reinforced within the top-plate and tube tray. There are no items to loosen, twist, or fall into your machine. The continuous blade cavity provides for complete cross machine direction blade support without high and low pressure points found with traditional blade holders.

The UniSet blade holder features a composite and carbon reinforced construction that is as robust as steel yet offers better cross machine flexibility for optimum blade to roll fit. The unique manufacturing process eliminates the need for labor intensive components and assembling which enables the holder to be competitively priced. The UniSet can be cut to any length desired with common hand tools allowing for a reduction of spare parts and simplification of stores inventory because only the longest replacement holder for your machine or mill need be stocked.